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hello, i bought pinnacle studio16 a while back and its working great. but i have the problem that the title editor won’t save the project. if i open the project then the title editor asks me to save the project. then when i close the project, the file gets locked. so i close the
project and open it again. this time i can save the project but then when i save the project the file gets locked again. i can’t save more than 1 project at the same time. this should not be the case, i only use 1 program at the time, but its so annoying. i am sure that its

something in my computer. hope someone can help me. hello, this is a great tutorial on how to do a simple video. i have a problem though. when i try to link the video file in the timeline to the video file in the clip editor, i can’t. i’ve tried so many things with no luck. i’m
running pinnacle studio 16 pro on a macbook pro running osx 10.7.5. i’ve tried both imovie and pinnacle studio. any help would be much appreciated. thanks! hello, this tutorial is very helpful but i did not see anything on how to do a title. if you click on the tab on the top

toolbar it says "add title". where can you click on a title. i am using pinnacle studio 16. hello, i have been using pinnacle studio since 10, and i have been very happy with it. i have had no problems with the pinnacle studio 15 yet. i have only just upgraded to it. i have
since upgraded to my software, and it has worked well. i dont have the problem that you are having. i think that you have a problem with your system. why do you say that you have to have admin rights. if you cant uninstall with the normal way, then find a way to

uninstall it.
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click the link below to visit the official website of pinnacle studio for more information about the program. this package is perfect for editing videos, creating web pages, slideshows, and slides, and creating short videos. you can even use this software for creating short
videos for use in social media sites and email and for creating custom web pages. thanks for this great software. i really like it. i will definitely recommend this program to my friends. the new pinnacle studio 16 is a complete package that includes a full-featured video
editing software, a web page creator, and a slideshow creator. what makes this program so great is that it comes with a large number of powerful video editing tools, including filters, transitions, effects, camera tracks, color correction, and more. these effects give you
the freedom to create professional-quality videos, slideshows, web pages, and slides. i am a pinnacle studio 9 user. i decided to give pinnacle studio 12 a try and was very happy with it. i have also used studio 14 for a short time and it is very nice. i think that pinnacle

studio 12 was a very good version of pinnacle studio. now i am using pinnacle studio 15 ultimate and i think it is an even better version than studio 14. the new avid media composer should be a good partner for pinnacle studio 15 ultimate. however, i would like to know if
there are any new features in this version of pinnacle studio that will allow me to edit better than i could with pinnacle studio 12. i would appreciate hearing from you. you guys did a great job with this review! i have been a big fan of pinnacle since i first used it in avid

studio. i think what makes it so great is that it uses so many of the same interfaces and features and is not as difficult to figure out. i work with vfx on a daily basis so i am familiar with complex software, but i was able to figure out how to make some fairly straightforward
edits in pinnacle and do some pretty cool stuff. i only wish i had a subscription to use it for longer. 5ec8ef588b
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